It is possible to overcome all
your limitations and
magically manifest
everything you desire.

WELCOME TO MAGNETIC MIND
Welcome to the Magnetic Mind, the home of The SUPERCONSCIOUS RECODE™.

The Superconscious Recode is a new revolutionary process and it’s helping people
recode their brain in just minutes by removing their biggest inner blocks and stuck
emotions.
After experiencing the incredible success we had through the
Magnetic Mind Masterclass, Christopher Duncan, the founder
of Magnetic Mind, made the decision to train others up in the
method so that more could experience the power of the
Superconscious and the release that came from the
Superconscious Recode.

And this was when Magnetic Mind Certiﬁcation
was created.

Christopher M. Duncan,
Founder of Magnetic Mind

AN INTRODUCTION

Magnetic Mind Method and How It Was Developed
The most important premise to keep in mind when learning the Magnetic Mind Method
and the Superconscious Recode is that you’re not broken. You are a creator of everything
in your reality… and through this premise you can create the life you truly love.
Christopher Duncan, the creator of this method, spent years trying to ﬁx himself. His goal
was to ﬁgure out success and what it took to become successful, but life seemed to be
sending him pain rather than the success he wanted.
Reading books, buying audios and going to seminars he was met with one conclusion: IF HE
WANTED TO BE SUCCESSFUL HE NEEDED TO CHANGE - change his thoughts, feelings,
actions, behaviors and habits. He needed to ‘ﬁx’ himself… because according to the
traditional personal development world - He was broken.
However this belief - needing to ﬁx yourself - is the number one reason we never create the
life we love. You see, believing you need to ﬁx yourself or be different in order to create
what you love sends two different messages:
1 - that you want change and things to be different
2 - that you are not able to have what you want the way you are.
Fixing yourself makes you look backwards with a ‘reactive’ perspective rather than
accepting and valuing yourself now and looking forward into the future to create something
new - as you are, just because you can.
The Magnetic Mind Certiﬁcation guides you into this creative structure, and then shows
you how to help others do it.

HOW TO BE A

Magnetic Mind Coach
The Magnetic Mind Certiﬁcation provides you with a life changing set of skills to
be able to guide yourself and your clients into the creative structure that is
changing lives around the world.

As a certiﬁed Magnetic Mind Coach, you will have the skillset to change lives with the
security of other experienced coaches supporting you.

Though this method is relatively new, it is built on the shoulders of some of the most
groundbreaking scientiﬁc advances of this century. It works by creating a connection
with your superconscious genius and teaches your brain how to create new
connections as well as release lifelong beliefs and trauma. This technology works
because of the science of neuroplasticity that says your brain can change. It's like a
user manual for your mind. It's now possible to take control of your mind and recode
it in minutes.
Watch this video to see the brain rewiring itself!

WHAT IS COVERED IN THE

Magnetic Mind Certification
The Magnetic Mind Certiﬁcation Training system combines our potent
online university with live coaching, mentoring training and support to
give you the best experience learning and implementing the Magnetic
Mind methodology. You will be trained in the Magnetic Mind core
processes including the Superconscious Recode. You will be able to
join Chris and Hannah on weekly Q&A sessions to support you with
your progress in the training. You will be able to join regular practice
sessions to ensure you not only understand the theory but also the
practicalities of doing the work with others. You will have the
opportunity to join weekly coaching calls to work on your own
creations, observing our top coaches doing the work. You will be able
to deeply immerse yourself in the work on our regular live 3-day
events that you can attend from the comfort of your home. And we will
give you access to our Superconscious Transformation program where
you will receive ongoing additional training to consistently solidify
your proﬁciency performing the Superconscious Recode.

≈≈

WHAT IS COVERED IN THE

Magnetic Mind Certification
Module 1: Magnetic Mind Core Premises
In Module 1, you will learn the Magnetic Mind Coaching core premises and truths.
You will understand the foundational elements of the coaching work and gain a clear
understanding of the methodology the work is based on. Here is what we teach you
in this training module:
●

Introducing The Magnetic Mind Coaching Core Truths So You Clearly
Understand The Foundation Of Your Work As A Magnetic Mind Coach Right
From The Beginning

●

How To Help Your Clients Get Into A Creative Orientation By Understanding
The Difference Between True Choices And Negative Visions

●

How To Identify Resistance In A Creative Process So You Know How To Redirect
Your Client’s Focus And Energy

●

How To Educate Your Clients On Creative Tension So They Are Motivated To
Take Action And Follow Through

●

How To Explain The Core Premises Of The Magnetic Mind Method To Your
Clients So They Start Their Coaching Journey With The Right Education To
Create Big Results

●

How To Get Yourself In The Right Focus As A Magnetic Mind Coach So Each
Session Is Serving Your Client’s Chosen Success

WHAT IS COVERED IN THE

Magnetic Mind Certification
Module 2: Magnetic Mind Core Process Training
In Module 2, you will learn the Magnetic Mind Core Processes. You will learn the
right education, session structure and all core processes needed to help your clients
get into a creative orientation and remove resistance in a deep and sustainable way.
This is a comprehensive 30-hour program. Each session has a coaching technique
you will learn, a live demonstration and a session plan. By the end of each session,
you will be able to take what you have learnt and dive into a practice session to
ensure you not only understand the theory but have practiced and are ready to be a
world-class coach. By the end of this module, you will be ready to take the ﬁnal test
and get certiﬁed. Here is what we teach you in the Core Process Training:
●

How to get your clients set up for success in the ﬁrst session

●

How to help your clients shift into their identity so they can be the person who
has it all now

●

How to have your clients fully align with their true end results and become a
magnet to what they desire

●

How to help your clients connect into the experience of their end results
whenever they wish and manage their emotional state

●

How to help your clients shift any stuck states into positive states by rewiring
their brains for success

●

How to implement the right coaching session structure that is a guarantee for
big shifts and massive results in each session

●

How to uncover your client’s resistance to any end result so you can choose the
speciﬁc change process that will make the biggest impact

●

How to help your clients ﬂip any negative belief that is holding them back to a
positive belief that supports their end results

●

How to help your clients be completely happy in the now so there is no more
problem-solving and they are free to create whatever they desire

WHAT IS COVERED IN THE

Magnetic Mind Certification
Module 2: Magnetic Mind Core Process Training

●

How to help your clients shift any relationship where they are struggling to
greater understanding and more satisfaction and ease

●

How to identify and remove any unconscious conﬂict structures so your clients
stop giving their power away

●

How to release and completely remove any stuck emotion that is holding your
clients back

●

How to identify conﬂicted personality parts and reintegrate them in the main
personality to end the internal civil war

●

How to help your clients enter the Wizard’s Gate and be in the Magnetic
Moment

●

How to use language patterns to create shifts and access all available
information in your client’s ﬁeld to create change using circle work

●

How to work in your client’s family ﬁeld to clear out any ancestral resistance

●

How to use intuition and muscle-testing to perform the Superconscious Recode

WHAT IS COVERED IN THE

Magnetic Mind Certification
Module 3: Step-by-Step Recode Introduction
In Module 3, we have added optional Superconscious Recode training to help you
with your understanding and to serve all different learning styles in mastering the
work. Here is what you’ll learn in this module:
●

The elements and fundamental structure of the Recode process so you “know
how it works”

●

How to use your intuition to connect with your Superconscious awareness to
create profound shifts

●

How to direct your focus to gain intuitive information about any resistance in
your client’s memory ﬁeld

●

How to establish a working relationship with your Superconscious using
muscle/body testing

Module 4: Magnetic Mind - Additional Training
In Module 4, we have put together a sequence of training videos that cover common
themes and questions that arise for new Magnetic Mind Coaches. The training will
help you be your best in all the various ways you’re delivering the work. Here is what
you will learn in this module:
●

How to use powerful questions to uncover any resistance in your clients creative
structure

●

How to deepen your client’s experience of their chosen end results

●

How to Control Your Energy by Connecting to the Superconscious

●

How To Do a Group Magnetic Mind Session for Paying Clients

●

How to Create Your Own Meditations

WHAT IS COVERED IN THE

Magnetic Mind Certification
Module 5: Magnetic Mind - Your Database
In Module 5, we have compiled all downloadable course material from the various
modules in one place for your convenience. Whenever you need a certain worksheet,
a script or a meditation ﬁle, you can skip going through the training modules and ﬁnd
your favourite piece of content right in the database. Here’s what you’ll have access
to in this module:
●

The Final Certiﬁcation Test so you’ll know the requirements from day 1

●

All training worksheets for easy access

●

All the signature Magnetic Mind Meditations in one Hub, download, meditate,
feel amazing

●

All signature Magnetic Mind Meditation written out as Scripts - for you to use in
your sessions and for your own meditation recordings

Frequently Asked Questions
You’ve got questions - we’ve got answers for you. In the Frequently Asked Questions
section, we’ll provide you with answers to the most common questions of program
attendees in one convenient module.

● Over 30 Meditations
● Over 50 Recorded
Recode Sessions
● Full Online
University
● 6 Live RECODE
Sessions A Week
● 2-day Virtual Event

● Live Practice
Sessions
● Self guided, practical

is everything you need
to know to become a

demonstrations and

results-producing

live class room to suit

transformational coach

all learning styles

in easy step-by-step

● Superconscious

classes.

Transformation
Workshop

$9,995 VALUE

This Online University

● 2 Live Training

$6,000 VALUE

sessions a week
● Referral agreement
to start sharing this
work immediately

In 3 days you will learn
everything you need to
perform the Superconscious
Recode. There is a 5-hour
live session each day (all
online) with breakout
sessions and time to work
with other participants. You
will learn:
●how to do the intro recode
●how to muscle test
●how to work 1/1 and in
groups

$5,000 VALUE

$12,000 VALUE
After completing the
test, you will be
branded as one of the
ﬁrst 1000 Magnetic
Mind Certiﬁed Coaches
In The World.

PRICELESS

ARE YOU READY TO JOIN

The Revolution?
CLICK HERE!
We have multiple paths people can take in our program. Book your free

strategy session today and decide on the right path for you!

Start with the
Certiﬁcation training

Join the training calls

Get Certiﬁed!

Start with the
Superconscious Healer

Move on to the
Certiﬁcation training

Get Certiﬁed!

Start with the Magnetic
Mind Masterclass

After 1 month, move on to
the Certiﬁcation training

Get Certiﬁed!

Fully focus on the
Certiﬁcation training

Utilize 4-week sprint to complete
the training in 4 weeks

Get Certiﬁed!

